
"Day-O (The Banana Boat Song)" - background info 
 
"Day-O (The Banana Boat Song)" is widely known as an example of calypso music. It is a work song, 
from the point of view of dockworkers working the night shift loading bananas onto ships. Daylight has 
come, the shift is over and they want their work to be counted up so that they can go home. 
 
The song begins very softly. You can hear a distant voice singing. It gets closer and closer, until it is 
almost like the workers get to their work place, and then the singers begin to sing as they work. 
 
A long time ago, banana plantations were only found in Caribbean countries. A rich man would own the 
plantations, and he would have many people work for him to collect the bananas for him. He would pay 
them very little, and they would work very hard. The banana bunches would then be taken to where ships 
were waiting to be loaded so the bananas could be taken to other countries far away, and sold. 
 
Songs like this one would help the dockworkers keep up their spirits while working. They would work at 
night because it would be cooler. There were no fans or air conditioners then, so any hard work would be 
done all through the night, and the workers would sleep during the day. 
 
The song talks about ‘6 foot, 7 foot, 8 foot bunch’, because bunches of bananas when they first get taken 
from banana trees could be up to 6 feet, 7 feet and 8 feet long! (Mr. Rob is bigger than a 6 foot bunch, but 
smaller than a 7 foot bunch). These banana bunches would be very heavy. The workers would carry them 
on their backs. This was dangerous because of… 
 
... ‘black tarantulas’! Black tarantulas liked to live in between the bananas. Black tarantulas are poisonous. 
When a worker would carry the banana bunch on his back, he might not see a ‘deadly black tarantula’ 
crawl out from between the bananas! He might get bitten, and get very sick or possibly die. That is why 
the song mentions tarantulas. 
 
The more bananas a worker loaded onto the boats, the more he got paid. There used to be a man in charge 
of counting the bananas. He was called the ‘Tally Man’. The Tally Man would use tally marks to count 
how many bananas each worker loaded onto the boat.  That is why in the song the workers singing tell the 
Tally Man to ‘tally me banana’, because the sun is about to rise, and they want to go home and sleep! 
 
At the end of the song, you hear the workers singing again, only this time the singing starts loud, and 
eventually gets softer and softer, almost like the singers are leaving, until you can’t hear them any more. 
They are going home. 
 
 


